We propose an intermittent diffusion(ID) method to find global minimizers of a given scalar function g : R n → R. The main idea is to add intermittent, instead of continuously diminishing, random perturbations to the gradient flow generated by g, so that the trajectories can quickly escape from the trap of one minimizer and then approach others. During this process, the associated Fokker-Planck equation alternates its type between hyperbolic and parabolic. We prove that by using the ID method one can find, with probability arbitrarily close to 1, a good approximation to the global minimizers in a finite time T provided T is sufficiently large. The convergence rate in probability follows a geometric series. We also prove that for any given finite set of minimizers, a trajectory of the ID method visits an arbitrary small neighborhood of each minimizer with positive probability. Numerical simulations show that the proposed method achieves clear improvements in terms of the time and the frequencies of visiting the global minimizers over some existing global optimization algorithms for many testing problems.
Introduction
Global optimization is a classical issue appeared in numerous research fields and applications, such as inverse problems, protein folding, optimal design and digital image processing. In this paper, we will investigate an alternative strategy based stochastic differential equations to find global minimizers for a general objective functional min
where Ω is an admissible set for x ∈ R n . The objective functional g(x) is often defined by an energy functional or a cost functional in many applications. For examples, g(x) could be the double-well potential energy in a 2-phase composite material problem, or the quality factor in an optical spectrometer design, or the total distance in optimal path planning in unmanned vehicle navigation.
As one of the oldest applied mathematics problems, finding minimizers for (1.1) has been intensively studied and numerous research results having been reported. We refer to some books for more details and references in this subject [10, 11, 25, 27, 37, 42] . Despite the existence of an extensive literature, finding global minimizers for a general g, if it is all possible, can still be extremely challenging in practice, especially when the dimension of x is large and the level sets of g are complicated.
One of the most notorious difficulties that every global optimization method has to face is to show how to escape from traps of local minimizers. This becomes more serious if the local search methods, such as gradient descent based flows, are used, because the gradient flows are guaranteed to stuck in basins of (possible local) minimizers. Therefore, finding good initial guess becomes vital in many applications. For examples, the inverse media scattering methods proposed in [7, 8] can be viewed as gradient flows for minimizing a regularized data fitting objective, and it is crucial to have good starting points.
To overcome the challenges posed by local minima, many strategies have been proposed. Based on whether randomness being involved in algorithms, they are often classified into two categories: deterministic or stochastic methods. For instance, the well-known branch and bound method and its variations [29, 31, 36] and the cutting angle methods [4, 5] are deterministic strategies, while Monte-Carlo sampling [35, 41] , genetic algorithms [21] , basin-hopping [43] and stochastic tunneling methods [30] are random in nature.
Among the existing global optimization methods, the Metropolis random walks [34] and simulated annealing method [12, 28] are stochastic methods for finding global optimal solutions for a broad range of discrete and continuous problems. In simulated annealing, iterative random sampling procedures are used to generate new admissible states. We note that new states with higher g(x) values are acceptable with a positive probability which is associated with a control parameter called cooling rate or temperature. When the cooling rate is high, the probability to accept a state with a higher g(x) value is large. This is the key idea which allows one to move out of the traps of local minima. In fact, many other stochastic based methods share similar ideas.
The basic idea of simulated annealing is intuitive. It has been broadly used in many problems with remarkable successes. In particular, there are many examples that simulated annealing can give reasonable good approximations to the global minimizers while other methods fail to provide anything close to the global minima. However, it is also well-known that the original simulated annealing may not be very efficient in many applications, due to the requirement of a slow decay of the cooling rate. To improve the efficiency, Szu and Hartley [39] proposed the "fast simulated annealing", which generates a new state according to the Cauchy density with unbounded variance. Later, Ingber [26] generalized this idea and suggested a "non-local generating" of a new state in Metropolis algorithm, which is called "very fast simulated annealing". The study in [39] provides a heuristic sufficient condition so that the state-generating is infinite often in time (i.o.t.), i.e., with probability one that any state x in R n will be generated for infinitely many times. More references and analysis can be found in [18, 22, 24, 44] .
To further speed up the convergence of simulated annealing, many hybrid strategies have been proposed in recent years. For example, Zhang proposed and compared several hybrid strategies that repeatedly use simulated annealing followed by local gradient search methods [46] . Many other hybrid methods [5, 6, 45] are also studied around the same time. The main motivation for the hybrid methods is to use simulated annealing procedures to break the local traps and use local gradient search to find the minima. Numerical experiments reported in those studies suggest that alternating simulated annealing and deterministic local search methods can significantly improve the efficiency in many challenging problems.
The original simulated annealing method does not have to explicitly use the gradient information in searching for the next samples. Later, some efforts have been devoted to use simulated annealing ideas together with the gradient flow for global optimizations, especially for objective functions g that are continuously depending on the state variables x. For example, the studies in [1] and [17] , suggest to implement the idea of Metropolis algorithm by running the stochastic differential equation:
where W (t) is the Brownian motion in R n , ω is a random event (a random path) in the Wiener space of W (t), and the cooling rate σ(t) is continuously decreasing to zero. For convenience, we call this implementation the continuous diminishing diffusion (CDD) method in this paper. Obviously, unlike the classical simulated annealing methods, the CDD method always accept a new state without checking whether the new state has lower g(x) value or not. It is proved in [13, 17] that if σ(t) is given by σ(t) = c/ log t, (
for large c > 0, the solution of (1.2) converges weakly to a distribution concentrated at the global minima of g. Inspired by the simulated annealing, the CDD method and some recent developments in random dynamical systems, we propose an alternating strategy, called intermittent diffusion (ID), to find the global optimal solution. The main idea is to combine the advantages of gradient flow or other efficient local search algorithms, which may quickly lead to local minimizers, and stochastic perturbations that can promote the trajectories out of the traps of local minima. More precisely, we consider σ(t) as a piecewise smooth function (we use piecewise constants in this paper) of t with alternating positive and zero values. When σ(t) = 0, (1.2) corresponds to the gradient descent algorithm,ẋ (t) = −∇g(x(t)).
(1.4)
When σ(t) > 0 the trajectory of (1.2) may move away from any local minimum with a probability controlled by σ(t). Then we repeat such a process multiple times. This ID procedure is similar to the hybrid methods reported in [45, 46] , except that we use continuous random perturbations instead of the classical simulated annealing. A perturbed new state is always accepted without checking whether it decreases or increases the value of g(x). In this manner, it is the same as the CDD method. On the other hand, we have a discontinuous cooling rate, which is different from the CDD method. When the cooling rate is zero, any trajectory of the gradient descent flow (or other efficient local search methods) will move towards a local minimizer. When the cooling rate is positive, the trajectories are disturbed to get out of the local traps. Compared to the CDD or other simulated annealing based methods, one finds in the ID procedure global minimizers on its way but not necessarily settles at a global minimizer in the end of the computation. Therefore, the cooling rate, if positive, does not have to go to zero. In fact, it can be relatively large so that it may promote the trajectories out of the traps of local minima quicker. In our experiments, we set the cooling rate as piecewise constants with randomly selected positive values.
The idea of alternating random and deterministic procedures, or more generally alternating local search with global search strategies, is quite common in global optimization methods. For example, the iterated local search method repeatedly starts a local search algorithm with a random initial state or an initial state determined by meta-heuristics (see the review [32] and references therein). The reactive research optimization uses machine learning techniques in search heuristics to update parameters in the model for more accurate computations [9] . Many of them use randomness to get out of the local traps, and use deterministic procedures to find local minimizers. Although each alternating strategy has its own advantages and limitations, their performances all indicate that repetitive computations often improve the speed of convergence to the global minima in variety applications.
An interesting viewpoint for our method can be explained by looking at the probability distribution of the trajectories x(t, ω) of (1.2). Its density function p(t, x), which represents the probability density of the trajectories reaching x at time t, satisfies the Fokker-Planck equation,
When σ(t) is positive, this is a parabolic equation. When σ(t) = 0, the equation (1.5) becomes a hyperbolic equation. For this reason, we call this method the intermittent diffusion (ID) method. By selecting σ(t) as a discontinuous function, (1.5) becomes degenerate. However, it possesses some interesting properties that are not shared by the standard Fokker-Planck equations for regular diffusion processes. More precisely, in the ID method, when σ(t) > 0, it is the standard diffusion process that gives a positive probability for trajectories to go everywhere. When σ(t) = 0, the diffusion term drops out from (1.5), and the equation becomes a hyperbolic equation with the coefficient ∇g(x) that asymptotically compresses p toward point distributions (Dirac delta functions) at minimizers. The compression speed is quicker if ∇g(x) has larger magnitude. This indicates that probability density function p will cluster around the minima, which is actually consistent with the gradient descent flow that every initial state goes to a minimum point. Similar to the hybrid methods, our examples indicate that the ID method speeds up the convergence for many test problems, including a recent study on the shortest path problem [15] . The results suggest that repetitive implementations of such diffusion-compression process help to cluster the probability density function toward the global minima in a quick pace.
Based on the Fokker-Planck equation, we shall prove theoretically that with probability arbitrarily close to 1, the ID method can find the global minima in a finite time T provided T is reasonably large. Furthermore, we show that if the probability of reaching the basin of global minima in one segment (the process of one random diffusion period followed by one gradient flow to a minimum in the ID method) is α ∈ (0, 1), where α does not have to be close to 1, then the convergence of the ID method is controlled by (1 − α) N , where N is the number of segments in each ID implementation. This is a significant improvement over the methods with continuous cooling rate. In addition, we prove that for any given finite sequence of (local or global) minimizers, with a positive probability the trajectory of the ID method visits an arbitrarily small neighborhood of each member of the sequence. Our experiments also show that within finite time intervals, the frequency that the ID method reaches the global minimizer is higher than the CDD method in the tested examples.
We reported partial results of this study in a technical report [16] . The current version is arranged as follows. In the next section, we present the ID method and give two simple examples to illustrate how it is used. A theoretical study is given in Section 3. And we show more numerical examples and comparisons in Section 4.
The Intermittent Diffusion Algorithm
In this section, we present the ID algorithm. In contrast to the existing work on diffusion for global optimizations [13, 17] , which gradually decreases the diffusion strength, we employ the deterministic property of (1.2) that with σ = 0 the ω-limit set of a trajectory is a minimizer of g(x) [20] . Similar to the hybrid methods for global optimizations, the idea is: (i) to allow the trajectories randomly move away from a small neighborhood of a local minimizer and approach a stable manifold (basin of attraction) of other local minimizers by setting σ > 0; (ii) if the Hessian matrix of g(x) at any local minimum is negative definite, (the minimizer is called a hyperbolic minimizer in the dynamical system literature), the trajectories reach small neighborhoods of local minimizers within finite time once σ is set to 0. We can realize (i) and (ii) by computing the stochastic perturbed gradient flow (1.2) with a discontinuous diffusion σ(x, t) defined by,
The discontinuous function σ(x, t) can be temporally and spatially dependent. In the paper, we focus on the situation where σ(x, t) is only time dependent. It "turns off" the diffusion when t ∈ [T j , S j+1 ], so that the equation (1.2) becomes a gradient flow. This allows the state to approach a local minimizer. We remark that we use gradient flows to compute the local minima in this paper. However, the gradient flows can be replaced by other more efficient local search algorithms. This is especially necessary when the convergence of gradient flows is slow.
On the other hand, when σ(x, t) takes positive values, the equation (1.2) "turn on" the diffusion and the trajectories do not stay near the stationary points. It has been shown that in many scenarios, the trajectories eventually escape the traps of the stationary points provided sufficient noise is added. We use this property of diffusion to promote the trajectories getting out of those traps. For this purpose, we do not want to add noise in a decreasing cooling rate. In our numerical experiments, we set σ(x, t) to random positive constants for simplicity. The intervals [S j , T j ] are also picked with random lengths, i.e., T j − S j is a random positive number, to help the trajectories move away from one stable manifold to another. In Figure 1 , we illustrate the sample function σ that we used in our simulations. For convenience, we call the trajectories in the time interval [S j , S j+1 ] one segment of the (random) dynamical systems.
Following this idea, we present the ID algorithm:
1. Set α as the scale for diffusion strength, and γ the scale for diffusion time.
2. Generate a random initial state x 0 ∈ R n , and set the optimal state X opt = x 0 . 
Compute the stochastic equation for
and record the final state x T := x(T, ω).
5.
Compute the solution for the following system until a convergence criterion is satisfied,ẋ 8) and record the final state as X i . If g(X i ) < g(X opt ), set X opt = X i . This finishes one segment of ID method.
Repeat Step 3 to
Step 5 for N times to obtain N segments of the trajectories, which obtains up to N local minimizers X 1 , · · · , X N . For large enough N , we take X opt as an approximation of the global minimizer.
Remark 2.1.
1. Different schemes may be used to solve (2.7) and (2.8). For example, one can use Euler-Maruyama scheme for (2.7) and a Runge-Kutta scheme for (2.8).
The convergence criterion in
Step 5 can be set in different ways. In this paper, we use a simple way to stop the iteration if the absolute value of the difference between two successive iterates is less than a prescribed tolerance ǫ > 0. Different convergence criteria may lead to different computation time intervals [T i , S i+1 ] in each computation.
3. Although we only consider constant σ i in this paper, it can be functions of (t, x) in general. Ideally, σ i (t, x) shall be used to prevent repetitive visits to the same local minima and take the most efficient route to the global minimizer. But how to select σ i (t, x) in practice is still under investigation.
It is observed in our numerical experiments that the stronger (in a relative sense) noise usually promotes the trajectories to escape the stable manifolds quicker. Furthermore, unlike the CDD method in which the trajectories settle down near the global minimizer asymptotically, the ID method finds the best approximation "on its way". And it does not require the stopping state as the global optimizer. Therefore, the ID method often visits the global minima earlier and more frequently than the CDD in our test examples.
An analysis of the ID Method
In this section, we consider some theoretical properties of the ID algorithm. For convenience, we focus our analysis on the case where σ is taken as piecewise constant functions as shown in Figure 1 . The admissible set Ω is the entire space R n . To simply our analysis, we only consider the objective function g(x) ∈ C 2 satisfying the following conditions.
(H1) There exist constants N, λ > 0 such that D 2 g(x) ≥ λI n for |x| ≥ N , where I n is the identity matrix.
(H2) Every minimizer of g(x) is hyperbolic, i.e., the Hessian matrix of g(x) at any of its minimizers is negative definite.
Roughly speaking, condition (H1) states that g(x) behaves like |x| γ with γ > 2 at |x| = ∞. Furthermore, it can be verify that condition (H1) implies that all minimizers are in a bounded domain and
for any constant σ > 0. We want to remark that conditions (H1) is considered for technical reasons, it can be relaxed for practical problems. For example, if we search for a global minimizer in a bounded domain, we can simply replace g(x) by an at least quadratically growing penalty function for large |x|. This does not change the properties of g(x) in the bounded domain, but make the objective function satisfy the growth condition as required in our theoretical analysis. The hyperbolicity requirements (H2) for the minimizers are also natural, because only those minimizers are stable and observable in practice. 
Proof. There are two different cases for the global minimum set Q: it has (1) Lebesgue measure 0, or (2) a positive Lebesgue measure. For instance, if Q contains one global minimum point, or finite number of global minimum points, then its measure is 0. If the global minima form a region in the space, its measure is positive. We give the proof for a simple case assuming there is one global minimum point {x * } of hyperbolic type. Since the Hessian matrix of x * is negative definite, we can always take U = B(x * , γ), a ball centered at x * with radius γ for small enough γ. For other situations including multiple global minima, a similar proof can be given with minor modifications and we will omit it in this paper.
Let us consider one segment for t ∈ [S i , S i+1 ] of the ID method first. Since the trajectory rests on a small neighborhood of a local minimizer at the end of each gradient descent period, we may assume x(S i ) ∈ B(q i , γ i ), where q i is a minimizer, and B(q i , γ i ) a small neighborhood (ball) centered at q i with radius γ i . The location of x(S i ) is a random variable for different realizations, and we denote the distribution of x(S i ) as p i 0 (x), which is a continuous function compactly supported in B(q i , γ i ). This is because p i 0 (x) is the solution at t = S i of
with a smooth initial condition (given by the final distribution of previous segment).
For t ∈ [S i , T i ], (2.7) is a diffusion process. We denote the probability density function of the trajectory x(t, ω) visiting x at time t ∈ [S i , T i ] by p σ i (t − S i , x; q i ), which depends on perturbation strength σ i . It is well known that p σ i satisfies the Fokker-Planck equation given by
with initial data p i 0 (x). As the solution of this linear convection diffusion equation, p σ i ∈ C ∞ continuously depends on t > 0 and σ i > 0. In the classical diffusion theory, it is straightforward to verify that (3.2) has an equilibrium solution which is given by the famous Gibbs distribution,
where A is a constant defined by
It is used to normalize p σ i to be a probability density function. According to [17] and the references cited therein,p σ i (x) weakly converges to a point distribution concentrated at x * as σ i → 0. This implies that
We remark here that if Q has positive Lebesgue measure, thenp σ i (x) weakly converges to a uniform distribution on Q as σ i goes to zero. In the past two decades, there are intensive studies on the convergence of p σ i to its steady statep σ i [2, 33, 38] . By Holley-Stroock perturbation lemma [23] , it can be shown that with conditions (H2), p σ i converges to the equilibrium solutionp σ i exponentially in the relative entropy sense, i.e.
where λ is a constant, depending the structure of g, in the logarithmic Sobolev inequality forp σ i , and H is the relative entropy defined as
for any two probability density functions p and q. Using the Csiszar-Kullback inequality, which states
Because the initial distribution p i 0 on the right hand side has compact support depending only on g(x) in a bounded region, this estimate is uniform. That is
where C is constant independent of the initial data p i 0 . Let us define the attraction set of q i as K(q i ) = {x : (2.8) with x as the initial state converges to a point in B(q i , γ)}.
Since the Hessian matrix of g(x) has negative eigenvalues near of q i , we find B(q i , γ) ⊆ K(q i ) provided γ is small enough. Thus, for any given α ∈ (0, 1) there exists σ 0 such that for σ i < σ 0 , (3.5) implies
Also, there exists a τ (α) such as for T i − S i > τ (α), (3.7) gives us
Therefore, by (3.8) and (3.9), we have
This implies that
11) due to the fact that the ID method is deterministic on [T i , S i+1 ].
Let Θ be the set consisting of local minimizers of g, then
(3.12) where U c is the complement of U . By estimate (3.11), we have
provided (T i − S i ) > τ and σ i < σ 0 . This implies
14)
The estimate (3.14) can be made for all segments i = 1, 2, · · · , N uniformly. We remark that the estimate (3.14) is independent of which neighborhood B(q i , γ i ) the x(S i ) will lie in. Since x(S i ) must lie in some B(q i , γ i ), if we repeat it for all intervals [S j , S j+1 ], j = 1, · · · , N , with the same fixed α, then the probability that the solution X opt of the ID method does not belong to U satisfies,
For any given ε ∈ (0, 1), there exists N 0 > 0, such as for N ≥ N 0 ,
which is equivalent to (3.1).
It it easy to obtain the following statement from the proof.
Corollary 3.2. Assume the probability of attaining an approximation in U , a small neighborhood of the global minimizer x * , in one segment of the ID process is α ∈ (0, 1), and there are N segments, then the best approximation X opt obtained by the ID method satisfies
Furthermore, if we pick α ≥ 1/2 in the proof, it implies that x(S i+1 ) has larger probability in U than in the neighborhoods of other local minimizers.
We summarize this extension in the following theorem. 
where q j is any local minimizer, provided T i − S i is large and σ i small enough.
We remark that the ID method indicates the convergence is monotone with respect to the number of segments N . And the convergence rate is a geometric series based on the factor α. The following theorem reveals more properties of the ID method. For convenience of following discussion, we denote f := −∇g, and (Ω, F , P) the Wiener space generated by Brownian motion W (t). To prove this theorem, we need some lemmas for the counterpart equation of (1.2):
where σ is a constant. Denoted by φ(t, ω)x 0 , ω ∈ Ω the solution of (3.16).
Lemma 3.5. Assume (H3)-(H4) hold. The solution of (3.16) is a global solution for all ω ∈ Ω (i.e., φ(t, ω)x 0 is defined for t ∈ [0, ∞)).
Proof. Let v := x − σW , we have
Then, the time-derivative of g along trajectories v(t) is given by
which implies
Therefore v(t) is bounded by K M (t) which is a bounded set. It follows that v(t) is defined for t ∈ [0, ∞), and so is x(t).
Letψ(t) be a piecewise continuous function. We consider the following nonautonomous equation:
Denoted by S(t,ψ)x 0 the solution of (3.23).
Lemma 3.6. Assume (H3)-(H4) hold. For any piecewise continuousψ, the solution of (3.23) is a global solution (i.e., S(t,ψ)x 0 is defined for t [0, ∞)).
Proof. Let ψ(t) := t 0ψ
(s)ds, which is a continuous function of t. The proof is similar to that for Lemma 3.5 with W (t) replaced by ψ(t).
Lemma 3.7. Assume (H3)-(H4) hold. Given T > 0, ǫ > 0, x 0 and q ∈ R n , there exists a piecewise continuousψ(t) such that solution of (3.23) satisfies the boundary condition S(T,ψ)x 0 ∈ B(q, ǫ).
Proof. We may assume σ = 1 for simplicity and ǫ < 1. Let N ∈ N and
Let V be the tube centered at the line segment from x 0 to q and with radius one, i.e., V :=
We are going to construct ψ(t) on each (t i , t i + 1). According to Lemma 3.6 the solution are defined for t ∈ (t i , t i + 1). For simplicity we set ψ(t i ) = 0 at each t i .
(i) On (t 0 , t 1 ):
From (3.23) we have
L|y(s) − (q 0 + ψ(s))|ds + hC.
By Gronwall inequality, we have
To define ψ(t) on each (t i−1 , t i ), we repeat the following process for 2 ≤ i ≤ N . Let
Consider (3.23) with t ∈ (t i−1 , t i ) and y(t i−1 ) =q i−1 , then we have
|f (q i−1 + ψ(s))|ds,
L|y(s) − (q i−1 + ψ(s))|ds + hC.
provided h small. Denote byq i := y(t i ).
At the final stage i = N , we have
Thus we have |S(T,ψ)x 0 − q| < ǫ. The proof is complete.
We will prove that with positive probability the solution φ(t, ω)p of (3.16) can be approximated by solution S(t,ψ)p of (3.23) in any finite time interval and any initial point p.
Lemma 3.8. Assume (H3)-(H4) hold. Given a piecewise continuousψ, T > 0 and γ > 0, the set A γ defined by 26) has P(A γ ) > 0.
Proof. According to Lemma 3.5 and Lemma 3.6, S(t,ψ)p and φ(t, ω)p are defined for t ∈ [0, T ]. From (3.16) and (3.23) we have
We may assume ψ(0) = 0 since it doesn't affect the solution of (3.23). LetW (t) := W (t) − ψ(t), t ∈ [0, T ], then we have
By Girsanov's Theorem ( [19] ),W is a Brownian motion under probabilityP, where |W (t, ω)| < ε}, theñ P(Λ ε ) > 0, which implies P(Λ ε ) > 0 by (3.29) . It follows that for ω ∈ Λ ε |φ(t, ω)p − S(t,ψ)p|
The assertion follows by choosing ε small enough.
Proof of Theorem 3.4:
We still denote by φ(t, ω) the flow for (1.2) with piecewise constant diffusion σ(t) shown in Figure 1 . Let q 0 be a initial point. We may assume B(p i , ǫ) lying in the stable manifold of p i for i = 1, · · · , N .
Let q i ∈ R n . For each 1 ≤ i ≤ N , by Lemma 3.7, there exists a piecewise continuouṡ ψ i (t), t ∈ [S i , T i ] such that the solution of
Since σ(t) = 0 and y (i) (T i ) lies in the stable manifold of p i , it follows that
Selecting q i = y (i−1) (S i−1 ), 2 ≤ i ≤ N , and letψ(t) be the piecewise continuous function defined byψ
Then we have
By Lemma 3.8, the set {ω : sup 33) has positive probability, which implies the set
has P(Ω ′ ) > 0. The proof is complete.
Numerical Examples
In this section, we demonstrate the ID method on four standard test examples for global optimization methods. They are designed to have many local minima which are similar to the global minima, and the local mimima can easily trap the solutions.
In all the experiments, we set the parameters α = 10, γ = 10 and N = 10.
be the standard Shubert function. Then the penalized Shubert function is defined by
where u(x, a, k, m) is called penalization function defined by
(4.37)
As shown in Figure 2 , the function g has 19 local minima in the region {x : |x| < 10} and three of them are global minima. One realization of the ID method gives the circled points, which is the convergent points of the gradient flow after the diffusion is turned off. It finds the global minimum in the middle.
Problem 2. Two-Dimensional Penalized Shubert Function is defined by
i cos((i + 1)y + 1) (4.38) + u(x, 10, 100, 2) + u(y, 10, 100, 2).
It has 760 local minima in the region {(x, y) : |x| < 10, |y| < 10}, and 18 of them are global minima as shown in Figure 3 . It also shows that an arbitrary realization of ID algorithm gives the circled points. Among them, it finds three global minima. Figure 4 . We show the results of convergent points (circled points) of an arbitrary ID realization. Similar to the previous problems, the ID method is able to find the global minima.
The function has roughly 5 n local minima in the region {(x, y) : |x| < 10, |y| < 10} and a unique global minimum located at
For n = 3, Figure 5 is the projection plot of the graph of y = g(x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ) on the space x 3 = 1, which illustrates the global minimizers is surrounded by many local minimizers. The 10 convergent points visited in a sequential order by an arbitrary ID realization for n = 3 and n = 4 are given in Table 1 respectively.
The ID method finds the global minima for both cases. And the frequencies of visiting the global minimum are obviously higher than that of any other local minima.
We also compare the ID method with the CDD method studied in [17] . We run both methods on Problem 3 for 100 independent realizations with the final stopping time T = 300 respectively. In each realization, we use the same initial point and Brownian motion path for both methods. We record the number of visits that the ID and the CDD reach a small neighborhood of the unique global minimizer respectively. Our experiments shows that the average number of visits in the 100 realizations for the ID method is 7.5. In contrast, it is 0 for the CDD method, which indicates that it has not reached the small neighborhood of the global minimum in most of the realizations because of the slow decay in the cooling rate. This is not surprising since the convergence time for the CDD method is exponentially long, while the convergence time at non-diffusion step for the ID method is short because the gradient flow drives the trajectories to a small neighborhood of the minimizers. Table 1 : The minimizers, listed in a sequential order, found by one ID realization for n = 3 and n = 4 respectively.
We also compare the first time of reaching a small neighborhood of the global minimizer for Problem 3 by both methods. The first time that the ID method and the CDD method enter a square neighborhood of the global minimizer with diameter ǫ = 0.001 and ǫ = 0.0001 are recorded respectively for 30 independent realizations. Figure 6 shows the log plot of the first arriving time for ǫ = 0.001. The ID method takes less time to reach the global minimizer than the CDD method does at most realizations. Figure 7 shows the log plot of the first arriving time for a much smaller neighborhood with ǫ = 0.0001. The the ID method takes less time to hit the global minimizer than the CDD method does for all realizations except one, and the time difference is significant large. 
